
DISSERTATION DEFENSE PROCESS

The Final Defense Process. When the Chair is satisfied with the quality of the written work (including any revisions
requested at the Pre-Defense) and.

Step 7: Expect Revisions There may be revisions to your dissertation after your defense, this is normal and
assists in making your document the best it can possibly be. Once the manscript has been approved by the
Chair, the Chair will submit the manuscript to the Program Office utclead utc. Also, practice will increase
your self-confidence. Practice your presentation in front of anyone who will listenâ€”the less they know about
your research, the more you have to explain it in terms in basic terms. Keeping the faculty abreast of rule,
policy and procedure changes from the Division of Graduate Studies. Scheduling The chairperson of the
committee for the candidate for a doctoral degree, in concurrence with the other members of the committee,
shall adhere to the following process. When the Dissertation manuscript is accepted, the candidate will receive
an email that the document has been posted, which means the Graduate Dean has accepted the document and
the Dissertation requirement has been filled. The defense was successful and the committed has passed your
dissertation. Therefore, you do not need to spend much time going over these sections at your dissertation
defense. Happy Learning! Credit cards are accepted. You put a lot of time and effort into your dissertation,
you should be confident in presenting and defending it, your confidence and knowledge of the subject is the
only thing you can truly control. Plan your time. After you present an oral summary of the proposal at the
defense, committee members often take turns asking questions, sometimes in round-robin style, but other
times in conversation with you and each other. For more information, contact the Bookstore Assistant
Manager at  When defending your dissertation, keep in mind that you have already proposed your project, so
information that was found in the proposal i. The dissertation defense is a significant milestone signaling
closure on your graduate student career. The amount and extent of edits may vary, but feedback that clarifies
and strengthens the dissertation serves as the primary outcome of a proposal defense. In addition, you should
know if and when the committee members are willing to sign the institutional documents accompanying a
successful proposal defense. Graduate School standards stipulate that all theses and dissertations must use
bibliography management software. Step 1: Prepare and Practice Use every moment between turning in your
dissertation to committee and defending your dissertation to prepare to defend. The Defense Date Is Set As the
day of the defense nears, how you prepare your self for that defense date will help shape how successful you
will ultimately be. I recommend the following: Get feedback. Second, the defense ensures that you move
forward with the dissertation in the strongest possible position. It is very important to adhere to graduate
school rules and deadlines covering the scheduling of a defense. Failure to meet this deadline will result in the
degree not being awarded. Confirm with the committee and chair about their preference for overseeing this
process at the proposal defense. Outside assistance allows you the chance to validate your results with
someone who can act as a tough committee with good intentions. You should feel free to speculate on the
theoretical and practical implications of your research. Committee members will likely respond better to your
admitting that you do not know something as opposed to your faking an answer yes, they will be able to tell if
you are faking. A Military-Friendly University. The committee does not approve you moving forward, which
means major changes or even a complete overhaul of your entire proposal is necessary. Know your stuff, but
prepare not to know everything. Not to mention the positive affect this will have on your personal
relationships once the dissertation dragon has been slayed and you have more time to spend with loved ones.
An evaluation of Re-examination indicates that two or more members of the Committee found substantive
problems in the work or the defense of the Dissertation. In effect, a successful proposal defense and the
resulting faculty signatures of approval constitutes an agreement between the student, the chair, and the
committee. Your presentation material should briefly cover the research question, literature review as it relates
to your theory, methods and analysis, major findings and recommendations for future research. When you
discuss your results, you do not necessarily need to go into detail about every little outcome that you found;
often, you will not have enough time to do this. Make sure to include the edits as well as their respective page
numbers in your proposal. You may also be required to provide copies to your department and library.


